Top takeaways
State of Logistics 2022

Macroeconomics:
a new level of disruption
Fueled by trillions in COVID relief, the US economy
grew 5.7 percent in 2021, the strongest gain since
1984. However, sustained high energy costs triggered
by Russia sanctions, coupled with interest rate hikes
to curb inflation, may erode consumer spending and
cool demand for logistics. Continued geopolitical
conflict could accelerate US reshoring and
nearshoring.

Air: heavy lift
Air freight took on an expanded role in 2021—even
as COVID-19 limited passenger flights—because
volatility in ocean and ground transport drove up
air transport demand. More planes were converted
to cargo carriers, and shippers often resorted to
costly chartered planes. However, 2022 sees air
passenger traffic returning, and with it belly-freight
capacity which will help rebalance the market.

Parcel and last mile:
stress spurs innovation
This sector was severely tested by e-commerce
volume growth, tight labor markets, and capacity
constraints. To meet customer expectations, many
last-mile companies now offer next-day/two-day
service from localized fulfillment hubs, competing
head-to-head with traditional parcel providers. As
shippers scramble to find capacity, expect demand
for nontraditional carriers and last-mile aggregators
to grow.

Third-party logistics: window
of opportunity
Shippers sought third-party logistics (3PL)
assistance in navigating scarce capacity, supply
chain complexity, and surging customer
demands. Big 3PLs capable of offering more
integrated solutions earned robust revenues and
profits. In fact, 3PLs have a window of opportunity
to become more consultative partners to shippers
where in the past they were often viewed as
interchangeable commodity-service providers.

Freight forwarding: riding high,
but for how long?
Shippers’ need for freight forwarders increased
significantly in 2021 as they scrambled for capacity
and were forced to adjust on the fly. Sustained high
demand helped forwarders drive their gross margins
high above historical standards. Stepped-up investment in technology can propel forwarders beyond
the commoditized role of securing capacity to
become strategic advisors to shippers.

Water and ports: flush times,
fresh dangers
Ocean carriers commanded huge premiums
last year yet were often unable to fulfill their
contractual obligations to shippers. The result?
Ocean carriers earned more profit in 2021 than in
the previous 20 years combined while shippers
impatiently awaited deliveries they urgently
needed to serve a stimulated consumer economy.
Will widespread frustration encourage reshoring
or nearshoring?

Motor: fuel for growth
As motor shipments surpassed pre-pandemic levels,
carriers that had cut capacity in the pandemic went
into overdrive to attract new hires and buy new
trucks, passing the costs to shippers as high spot
rates. Some shippers then turned more to private/
dedicated fleets. Looking ahead, motor carriers
could play a key role in intermodal and reshoring/
nearshoring strategies.

Rail: a slow switch to growth
This sector improved revenues, operating ratios,
and operating income in 2021, yet network
speeds worsened and dwell time (the time train
cars are immobile in rail yards) increased as
volumes recovered, leading to network
congestion. To position for intermodal growth,
railroads are investing heavily in infrastructure,
visibility, and the development of more
end-to-end solutions.

Warehousing: rising demand,
rising costs
Warehousing demand boomed in 2021 as rising
customer expectations and supply uncertainty
motivated shippers to hold more inventory. Adapting
to the varied demands of omnichannel, companies
are reimagining their warehouse and fulfillment
center footprint to ensure rapid delivery and efficient
returns processing. Rising costs have helped justify
speeding up investments in warehouse automation.

Pipeline: under pressure
The pipeline sector, up 18.2 percent in 2021, faces
rising regulatory pressures and disruptive weather
events. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the
subsequent sanctions on Russian energy exports
threaten European energy security, placing
potentially unprecedented pressures on North
America’s pipelines, which already saw tolls
increase as much as 33 percent last year.

Trends and outlook: sustainability,
M&A, control tower
This year’s report also explores three keys to logistics’
future: 1) collaborative sustainability efforts, using
science-based tracking of scope 3 emissions for
shared accountability; 2) strategic M&A, to speed
progress toward rapidly evolving strategic visions;
3) control towers, to provide real-time visibility into
the operating environment, and guide synchronized
responses to both adversity and opportunity.
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